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UNDERSTANDING AND USING VIDEO CAMERAS

Note: Until about 2010 CCD was regarded as the sensor of choice for picture quality and general performance, CMOS being very much the
cheaper, low-performance alternative. However in the past few years there have been some spectacular advances in CMOS camera technology,
and virtually all new designs are now CMOS-based. Apart from any residual stock Jaycar, no longer sell CCD cameras. There is no particular user
disadvantage in using them, but the future clearly belongs to CMOS. Except for a few specialized applications, CCD camera manufacture has now
ceased

Compact video cameras using CMOS sensors are
now widely available at low cost, and as a result they
find many uses around the home, office and factory.
Typical uses include monitoring babies, keeping an
eye on kids playing in the yard or swimming pool,
viewing callers at the front door and general
surveillance of office and factory areas. Just about all
mobile phones and stills cameras now have highquality cameras included, some of which can even
shoot “Ultra High Definition” video (3840 x 2160
pixels) at remarkably good quality.
In this document we’ll explain basically how they
work, and give you the information you’ll need to
select the most appropriate camera (and lens) for
any particular job and get the best performance from
it. However, as the actual electronic principles of
these devices are quite complex, we will move the
“hard core” technical section to a different
document. You don’t really need to understand
exactly how they work to use these cameras, but an
understanding of their principles of operation can at
least help you understand their limitations.
CCD and CMOS cameras work pretty much the same
way when it comes to capturing the light image: An
array of tiny silicon photocells is fabricated across
the imaging surface so the focused image is broken
into thousands of tiny segments. Each individual
photocell then reports the amount of illumination it
is receiving to the video processing circuitry, which
combines all the numbers into an image.
A simple way of looking at it is to imagine the video
camera as consisting of a very large number of tiny
solar cells, each of which is connected to a tiny lamp.
When light falls on the solar cell it generates a
current that makes the lamp glow, in direct
proportion to the intensity of the light:
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Setting up an array of such solar cells with their
attached lamps in corresponding positions, would
produce a rudimentary television system, in fact this
is more less what was proposed by the American
photographer George Carey in the 1870s.
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However, there would be a lot of problems with a
simple system like this. To start with, even the crude
imager above would need 64 wires between the
solar cells and the lamps, plus a “common” wire.
64 wires is not such an unreasonable number, but for
any kind of useful imaging, you would need an array
of at least 120 x 120 = 14,400 photocells, which
would require the same number of wires! The
minimum number of photocells required for
“entertainment” quality video is about 320 x 240,
which would require about 80,000 wires and give
approximately the quality of an old VHS tape.
Assuming 0.25mm diameter wires, a “Full HD”
camera (1920 x 1080) would require a cable about 2
Metres in diameter!
Clearly, it is not practical to use that many wires and
in 1880 the French electrical engineer Maurice
Leblanc suggested a method of “multiplexing” where
only a single pair of connecting wires is used, but this
is sequentially connected between each pair of
photocells and lamps. If this is done rapidly enough
the illusion of a single moving image is obtained.
A simplified diagram of this is shown below. The
multiplexer is a simple motor-driven rotary switch
which works more or less like the distributor on a car.
The one shown here only has 64 contacts which
could only control an 8 x 8 array of dots; enough to
show individual letters of the alphabet, but nowhere
near enough to show recognizable images.

The largest one of these ever made was produced by
General Electric in the 1920s. It was about a metre in
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diameter and had 2,500 contacts, but even that
could only display crude 50 x 50 images (2,500
“pixels” or Picture Elements).
While totally impractical, this nonetheless illustrates
the basic principle behind all modern Television
systems, although the actual means of achieving the
multiplexing has become vastly more sophisticated.
Black and White or Colour
The photosensor elements of a normal camera
imager respond to light over a wide range of
wavelengths; they can’t by themselves distinguish
between colours. So a basic imager forms essentially
a black and white or “monochrome” video camera.
The principles of modern colour video are essentially
the same as those behind early attempts at colour
photography. (Ironically, while nearly all colour films
used since about 1950 work on an entirely different
principle, current colour cameras have pretty much
reverted to the principles used by 19th century
attempts at colour photography).
The very first recognizable colour photographs were
produced by the Scottish Mathematician James Clerk
Maxwell in 1861. Due to the primitive photographic
technology of the day Maxwell was only able to
produce crude results, but he did get the principles
approximately right.
The basic principle is shown below. Three separate
cameras capture three separate photographic
images of the same subject, but through red, green
and blue filters. The plates are then developed and
contact prints made.

The result is three B&W transparencies that capture
the intensity of the red, green and components of
the image.
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terribly practical method of displaying film images,
but many early “Home Theatre” video projectors did
actually work this way, using three special highbrightness CRTs:

The transparencies were then projected onto a
screen, using either the original cameras as
projectors, or dedicated projectors specially built to
match the cameras. The white light from the
projector lamps is passed through the same red,
green and blue filters, superimposing the
reproduced red, green and blue components on the
screen.

You will note that the white area around the parrot
shows up on all three slides, and when the red, green
and blue versions of this are superimposed on the
screen, it appears as white. Note also that the
parrot’s red beak and eye only appear in the red
slide; they are opaque on the green or blue slides.
Both the red and the yellow feathers on the bird’s
breast appear on the red slide but only the yellow
ones appear on the green slide. When those red and
green areas are superimposed on the screen, the
left-hand area appears as yellow, while the right
hand area appears as red. Similarly the parrot’s blue
head feathers only appear on the blue slide.
Using three projectors and three lenses is not a
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(Modern high quality video projectors still work on pretty
much the same basic principles. However, instead or
having three separate lenses, the three separate images
are combined in a precision dichroic mirror assembly so a
single lens can be used).

Getting back to our rudimentary Television system,
while it would be possible to replace the film
cameras in Maxwell’s system with three separate TV
cameras, an alternative would be to apply a matrix
of small colour filters directly onto the photocells
and the lamps like this:

In the case of the display, it would make more sense
to simply have a matrix of red, green, and blue LEDs
instead of simply colour filtering white lamps or
LEDs, and this is exactly what is done on the giant
displays seen in sports stadiums and so on.

As for the imaging device, some high-end video
products, such as the Sony HDWF35 (“F35”) digital
cinematography camera, actually use that exact filter
pattern on their image sensors. The F35 (also rebadged as the Panavision Genesis) uses a CCD sensor
with 5,760 x 1080 photocells, giving 1920 columns
each of red, green and blue filtered pixels, each
column split into 1080 rows.
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This is actually identical to the pattern of colour
filters on a “Full HD” display panel, so there is in
theory a 1:1 correspondence between each camera
photocell and its corresponding colour dot on the
screen.
Here is a close-up of the image of the parrot as seen
on an LCD monitor. The individual red, green and
blue pixels can be clearly seen.

is basically a 6 megapixel device, which would now
be considered “toy” level on a stills camera,
fabricating a CCD sensor that can produce that
resolution at 24 or more frames per second is a
major technical challenge. (In fact, in the initial
production of CCD sensors for the F35 in 2004, only
about 1 in 600 chips was considered useable, at least
for Hollywood). A stills camera can typically take 2-3
seconds to process each image; a movie camera has
no such luxury. Therefore, most practical colour
video cameras do not use a full-resolution imaging
system; the colour pictures are “synthesized” from a
smaller amount of data.
Many types of filter pattern have actually been tried
over the years, in fact this idea dates back to the
1950s when thermionic (valve) camera tubes were
all that was available.
While a series of red, green and blue filters as shown
earlier would seem the obvious way of doing this, a
problem is that the combined imaging surface only
ever “sees” about one-third of the incoming light, as
each colour filter absorbs the photons making up the
other two-thirds. More complicated systems based
on yellow and cyan filters were used on earlier
cameras where the sensitivity was low and every
photon counted. This improved the low-light
sensitivity but at the expense of colour quality.

Greater magnification shows the transition from
yellow to red on the bird’s breast feathers.

However nowadays virtually all single-sensor colour
cameras use the “Bayer Mask” pattern, (below)
invented by Bryce Bayer at Kodak in 1975. This is
used on virtually all digital stills and consumer video
cameras, and more recent “Digital Cinematography”
cameras such as the Arri Alexa and Sony F65.
You may notice
that the Bayer
Mask has twice as
many
greenfiltered pixels as
red and blue ones,
which
basically
mimics
the
structure of the
human eye.

While the F35 approach has the advantage of
simplicity in processing the images, physically it is
very difficult to implement. Although the F35 sensor
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A simple way of visualizing the operation of the
Bayer Mask is to imagine that the outputs from every
two adjacent red- and blue-filtered photosensors
are averaged to fill in the “missing” red and blue
dots on the TV screen.

“3-Chip” Cameras The alternative way of producing
a colour video camera is to use three separate CCD
or CMOS imagers, each receiving its light via a
precision dichroic mirror tuned to one of the three
primary colours. The three imagers are directly
attached to an optical prism/splitter block mounted
behind the lens, so that all three receive exactly the
same image, but filtered into red, green or blue.
Because of the lower light losses and more accurate
colour filtering of dichroic mirrors, this colour system
can deliver considerably higher quality images than
the single-chip system, but it also tends to be
somewhat more expensive, and so is used mainly in
broadcast and professional TV cameras. You are
unlikely to ever encounter such a camera in normal
CCTV work.

In the case of the green dots, for every red and blue
filtered photosensor, there are four adjacent green
filtered photosensors that can be averaged to fill in
the missing green screen dots. This means that the
green component of the image is reproduced twice
as accurately as the Red and Blue components,
which again is how the human eye sees it.
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While it is a fact that modern high-end “Digital
Cinematography” cameras mostly use single sensors with
a Bayer mask, this has more to do with maintaining
compatibility with existing 35mm movie camera lenses
(some of which cost hundreds of thousands of dollars),
than any considerations of image quality. In virtually all
cases, it is simply not possible to use a lens designed for a
35mm film camera with a prism-type colour separation
system, as the rear element of most such lenses would
need to be situated in the middle of the prism block.
The other major advantage of 3-sensor cameras is that the
high accuracy of the dichroic filters means the images
coming from the CCD or CMOS sensors require very little
post-processing. This is important for televising live
sporting events and the like, as processing delays of more
than about 20 milliseconds cannot be tolerated.
On the other hand, the image “latency” (delay) caused by
the complex “De-Bayering” process is not an issue for
feature film production. It’s also notable that current
experimental “4K” (and even “8K”) broadcast cameras still
use the 3-Chip system….

Imager size and choice of lens. The majority of
domestic and industrial video cameras use one of
two main sizes of imager. These are usually called the
“one-third inch” type and the “quarter inch” type,
and both are made in either B&W or colour versions.
Other sizes are made, including larger “half inch” and
“two-thirds-inch” types, but these are less common.
The active image size of a nominal “third Inch”
imager is actually 4.8 x 3.6mm, while that of a
nominal “quarter inch” imager is 3.6 x 2.7mm. You
may have realized that the diagonal of a quarter inch
4:3 aspect ratio imager calculates to 4.5mm,
whereas a quarter of an inch is actually 6.5mm. This
is because the measurement convention is a
carryover from old-fashioned thermionic camera
tubes, where the size referred not the actual image
area but to the diameter of the glass tube. Generally,
the diagonal measurement of the useable sensor
area of a camera tube was about two-thirds the
physical diameter.

Aspect ratio. The aspect ratio is simply the ratio of
the width to the height on the image. In the past
there was only one ratio: 4:3, which is the shape of
an old-fashioned CRT screen, carried across from the
aspect ratio of 35mm movie film, which was in its
turn derived from the standard shape of live theatre
stages.
For entertainment purposes the 4:3 ratio has been
largely replaced by the “widescreen” 16:9 ratio.
CCTV cameras may be made with either aspect ratio,
and some allow user-selection of it.

Camera lenses tend to be designed to work most
efficiently with a specific sized imaging area. The
“coverage” of any particular lens is a circular area
inside which it is possible to achieve sharp focus.
Outside that region the sharpness falls off
dramatically. It is certainly possible to use a lens
designed for a larger sensor area on a smaller sized
sensor. However, if you do that, a large part of the
light captured by the lens winds up illuminating the
inside of the camera, rather than falling on the image
area. On the other hand, using a lens designed for a
smaller-sized sensor than the one actually on the
camera, will produce “Portholing” or “Vignetting”,
(see below) where there is a well-focused circular
area surrounded by a blurry region.
Basically, if you were using a “half inch” tube, best
results would be obtained with a lens specifically
designed for “half inch” cameras.
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Illustration of “Vignetting”

On the other hand, the image on the two-thirds inch
sensor is only sharply focused in the centre, and
would give this image on the monitor:

The photo above was taken with a lens correctly
matched to the camera sensor.
The next image shows the same scene, using a lens
designed for a “quarter Inch” sensor, but focused
onto the image area of a “two thirds inch” sensor.

You will notice that only the central part of the image
is in sharp focus, suiting the quarter inch sensor,
which would give the following image on a monitor:

Apart from that, the two different imager sizes result

in two different “views” of the subject. So clearly, if
you need to replace either the camera or lens in a
surveillance situation, it is vitally important to use
the same focal-length lens and imager size,
otherwise the monitor images will be different sizes.
Modern lens sizing conventions. In the old days,
CCTV cameras tended to have a quite short service
life and were often completely replaced at frequent
intervals. However, the lenses did not usually wear
out and, as good ones were expensive, normal
practice was to fit the old lenses back onto new
cameras with the same sized tubes. When CCD
cameras became available, people naturally wished
to continue with this practice but of course CCD
cameras don’t have a “Tube”, so a range of CCDs was
designed having pickup areas approximating the
dimensions of the active pickup areas of common
camera tube sizes.
So, a “half inch” CCD sensor actually meant: “One
that can use a lens designed for a ‘half inch’ camera
tube.” That all made perfect sense at the time, but in
more recent years the system went off the rails
somewhat. First of all, while there are CCD and
CMOS sensor sizes such as “third inch”, “quarter
inch” and even “fifth inch” readily available, there
have never actually been any “third inch”, “quarter
inch” or “fifth inch” camera tubes! The smallest
camera tubes ever made were “half inch”.
What these figures are now supposed to mean is that
the actual diagonal of the pickup area of the image
sensor is two-thirds the quoted dimension. So, a
“one third inch” CCD or CMOS sensor actually has an
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active sensor diagonal measurement of 0.33 x 2/3 =
0.2 inches (about 5mm).

lines. (That is, 10 of these images placed side-by-side
would contain 240 lines)
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Even more bizarre is the current practice of quoting
sensor sizes as nonsensical fractions such as “1/2.6
inch”. “1/2.6 inch” is actually intended to mean
exactly what it looks like it means: 1 inch ÷ 2.6 (=
0.385 inches). But the sensor diagonal size is only
two-thirds this; about 0.25 inches or 6.5mm! Apart
from the possible intention that “1/2.6 inch” sounds
more impressive than “6.5mm”, it is hard to fathom
the logic behind this system.
The true sensor diagonal in mm can be calculated by
dividing 16.9 by the “decimal-ized divisor”.
So in the above example: 16.9 ÷ 2.6 = 6.5mm.
(If you’re familiar with the widescreen TV aspect
ratio 16 x 9, it should be easy to remember!)
Resolution Broadly speaking, the image clarity or
‘picture sharpness’ delivered by a video camera
depends on its resolution - how well it reproduces or
‘resolves’ fine details in the image. However, there
are a number of ways of describing the resolution,
which can be at best, confusing and at worst,
downright misleading.
To start with, there is the basic resolution of the
camera’s CCD or CMOS imager; that is, how many
rows and columns of sensor elements it uses, which
determines the number of picture elements or pixels
that it uses to analyze the image.
Many low cost video cameras use an imager with a
basic resolution of either 512 or 500 columns across
the picture, and 582 rows down the picture. This
gives roughly one row of sensor pixels for each active
line of a nominal PAL type 625-line video image, and
the potential of 500 or more pixels along each line.
To give a better idea of the final image resolution
from a camera, reputable manufacturers usually also
specify an effective horizontal resolution figure as
well as the imager’s raw pixel figures. This resolution
figure is usually quoted in terms of the number of
alternating vertical black and white lines that can be
resolved across the width of the image.
That means for example that a monitor displaying
120 vertical white lines on a black background is said
to be displaying 240 lines: 120 black and 120 white
lines.
The next picture represents a close-up of a one-tenth
section of the width of such a monitor displaying 240
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As far as modern flat-panel displays are concerned
(ie LCD, Plasma or OLED) the maximum resolution
the panel can display is directly determined by the
pixel count. (In this case, by “pixel” we mean each
trio of red, green and blue sub-pixels).
A “Full HD” panel has 1,920 pixels horizontally by
1080 vertically, that is, a little over two million
overall. An “HD” panel on the other hand, typically
has about half this figure, eg 1,366 x 768, although
the exact figures can vary somewhat.
However, note that a CMOS or CCD sensor with
1,920 columns of pixels is not capable of imaging
1,920 lines. It is a basic law of sampling theory that
to resolve 1,920 lines requires at least twice that
number of pixels, that is, at least 3,840 pixels. Many
camera manufacturers routinely and incorrectly
interchange the values for resolution and pixel
count.
The illustration below represents an extreme
closeup of (for simplicity) a monochrome sensor. In
this case the camera is pointed at a chart containing
a pattern 1,920 vertical lines (that is 960 white lines
on a black background). The segment shown is only
8 pixels wide (that is, 1/240th of the sensor’s width).
Only by using extreme care with the framing and
focusing could you actually get the image lines to
precisely coincide with the columns of pixels, (and
you would need a lens with a 6-figure price tag to get
this to happen over the entire sensor area). But if you
could actually do all that, yes the monitor would
indeed display 1,920 lines, as illustrated in the upper
image.
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and you would end up with a pattern like this:

But now consider what would happen if the camera
was panned just a minute fraction of a degree to the
left or right.
In the next illustrations, the alternating dark and light
lines are now straddling the photosensors, so half
each sensor is in light and the other half is in the dark.
The photosensors can only report the average of the
amount of illumination falling on them; they can’t
report that “left side is bright; right side is dark”, and
neither can a screen pixel be bright on one side and
dark on the other. What you would see instead
would be a uniformly grey screen. If you panned
slowly across the chart, the screen image would
pulsate between uniform grey, and showing the
actual lines. This is known as “strobing” or “aliasing.”
If the number lines on the chart does not match the
number of pixels on the imager, or the camera has
been moved closer or further away, you will get the
situation where some lines coincide precisely with
columns of pixels, other straddle two columns etc
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The term “aliasing” refers to the fact that two
different images could theoretically produce the
same electrical output: It could be an image of a
chart with evenly-spaced lines, or it could be a
reproduction of the image above; both would
produce the same signal!
For a real-world example, here is a close up photo of
the same computer monitor that was displaying the
images of the parrot earlier. The “screen door” effect
(also known as “Moiré Patterning”) is a result of the
images of the screen pixels variously straddling or
coinciding with the photosensors. Note the effect is
not particularly dramatic here because the camera is
specifically designed to avoid aliasing (see below).
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As far as monochrome images go, a reasonable
amount of aliasing is acceptable, however colour
images present a far more serious problem.

(Black pinstripes on white will produce similar
effects, except that, for example, the dark lines
coinciding with the red sensors will produce a cyancoloured flash, since red will be blocked and only
green and blue will be illuminated).

Here we have a small section of an F35-type RGB
sensor, attempting to image something like pinstriped suit material:

The only way to avoid aliasing is to ensure that no
component of the focused image can be smaller than
the width of two pixels.
Below is a close up image of a camera sensor being
exposed to the maximum resolution it is capable of
imaging without generating ugly “artifacts”:

In the absolute worst-case situation shown above,
the white stripes of the image precisely line up with
the red-filtered photosensors. The obvious result is
that the camera will output solid red instead of a
series of white stripes. And again, minutely moving
the camera or the subject will cause the lines to
coincide with the other colours, producing flashing
rainbow effects.
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You can see that each line, (black and white) is equal
to the width of two of the photosensors. To prevent
aliasing, some means must be used to remove any
image details smaller than this. This usually entails
using some sort of diffusion filter to slightly blur the
image.
The next image represents a resolution test chart
where the line density is arranged to increase from
left to right. In this particular example, the lines on
the rightmost side are small enough to cause aliasing
problems with the sensor used, and so must be
removed from the image.
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You could do this by either de-focusing the camera
slightly, or using a diffusion filter, (which is basically
like putting a piece of waxed paper over the imager),
giving a result like this:

However, if you use enough diffusion to knock out
the troublesome lines, you also tend to severely
attenuate some of the thicker lines that weren’t
causing any trouble, making the image look
excessively blurry or “soft”.
A better solution is to use a special device known as
an “Optical Low-Pass Filter” (OLPF). Like an electrical
Low Pass Filter, this has a more “abrupt” filtering
action, where image components above a certain
size are pretty much left alone, making the image
look far less blurry:

Below is a picture of a typical colour CCTV camera
with the lens removed, showing the image sensor.

The greenish piece of
glass in front of the
sensor is the Optical
Low Pass Filter. In just
about all cameras, the
OLPF is combined with
an Infrared (IR) filter.
IR filters used in
inexpensive cameras
also absorb some of
the red light, which is what causes that greenish
appearance. (IR filters that do not cut into the visible
spectrum are very expensive and normally only
found on high end professional cameras).
With a simple inline RGB-filtered sensor such as that
used on the F35, the formula for determining the
resolution is pretty simple: horizontally it is one/sixth
the chip’s horizontal pixel count, that is 5,760 ÷ 6 =
960.
With the Bayer mask pattern, things become more
complicated.

Because the colour filters are “shuffled”, the sensors
are somewhat less affected by colour aliasing,
although 45° diagonal lines can still adversely affect
the green channel. Modern cameras actually use an
enormous amount of software “fiddling” to minimize
colour artifacts. Generally, Bayer masked sensors are
reckoned to have about two-thirds the colour
resolution of the “raw” monochrome sensor, so for
example a sensor with 4,096 Bayer masked pixels
horizontally is supposed to have roughly the same
resolution as a 6,000 pixel sensor with straight RGB
masking.
However, such figures need to be taken with a grain
of salt, because manufacturers are in the habit of
stating the “resolution” of their cameras as:
“anything that can actually be discerned on the
monitor screen”, rather than conveying useful
information.
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So for example, where the arrow is pointing might
represent 500 lines, although you can barely see
them. (On a printed version of this document, you
might not be able to see it at all!)

Probably the most common application of this was
allowing earlier model digital still cameras to capture
basic but useable video on flash memory and display
or record it on standard TV equipment. Typically, the
captured images would be around 320 x 240 pixels in
size with a capture frame rate of around 10 frames
per second. The camera’s internal processor would
then re-map the image data onto standard PAL or
NTSC video that could be displayed on an ordinary TV
set.

A more meaningful resolution measurement is
quoted in decibels (dB). Generally anything “12dB
down” – 25% or less of its original amplitude - does
not convey much useful information, in the sense
that if it is left off an ordinary image, the difference
is not noticeable to the casual viewer. Or in other
words, the only place you can see the difference is
on a resolution chart!

While that practice is perfectly legitimate, there is an
increasing tendency for manufacturers to apply
similar processing to signals that are only ever stored
as file data. So for example, we have pocket spycam
gadgets which can only produce a measured
resolution of, for example, 200 x 150 pixels at 15
frames per second, but they are advertised as “VGA
640 x 480 30 fps” or similar.

To sum up; generally, the actual number of lines of
resolution a camera can deliver will fall somewhat
short of the number of pixels its sensor contains. 360
vertical lines is about the same resolution as
Standard Definition digital TV, which most people
find to be adequately sharp for CCTV work, and this
requires at least 720 pixels across the width of the
sensor.

Since most of these gadgets have no analog video
output capability, there can be no meaningful
justification for this “up-rezzing” of the original data,
since the files can only ever be displayed on
computers that are perfectly capable of doing this
themselves. In any case, even genuine 640 x 480 VGA
normally gets displayed on whatever number of
pixels the user chooses.

Another very common (and usually deliberate) misquotation, is to imply that a sensor with four times
the pixel count of a competing unit, has “four times
the resolution.” For example, suggesting that a socalled “Quad HD” camera (3840 x 2160 pixels) has
“four times the resolution” of a so-called “Full HD”
(1920 x 1080) camera. If by “resolution” you mean
“ability to image fine details”, then the Quad HD
model has twice the resolution, not four times. To
get twice the resolution both horizontally and
vertically, you require twice the pixel count
horizontally and vertically, and 2 x 2 = 4; that is four
times as many pixels.

Of course the problem is that, without actual testing,
it is hard for the non-technical person to determine
whether a device actually has genuine 640 x 480
video, or 640 x 480 that is largely the product of
“creative accounting”!

Bogus Pixel Counts With the recent proliferation of
low-data-rate video sources, technology became
available that could convert extremely lowresolution images (from Webcams, Mobile phones
etc), to 625- or 525-line PAL or NTSC video. By no
means does that imply that the output signals have
anything like the possible resolution of PAL or NTSC,
all this was ever intended to do was allow such lowresolution, low-frame-rate images to be viewed on
conventional TV sets.
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Lenses Lenses are actually an extremely complicated
subject, but here we will be mostly confining the
discussion to the sorts of lenses likely to be
encountered in CCTV work.
Most people’s interactions with lenses will be with
consumer still and video cameras, which are
normally fitted with a single “Zoom” lens. However
professional photographers and advanced amateurs
generally prefer to use “prime” lenses, that is, having
a range of fixed focal length lenses which are fitted
to the camera as needed, rather than using a single
zoom lens. The main reason for this is simply that it
is a lot cheaper and easier to build a set of high
quality prime lenses, than it is to make a single zoom
lens with the same quality.
Focal length Whether they’re built into the camera
or are of the screw-in interchangeable type, the key

parameter used to describe camera lenses is their
“focal length”.
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In the early days of photography, lenses were little
more than magnifying glasses mounted on a
blackened tube. The focal length was simply the
distance the lens had to be from the film to focus an
object at “infinity”, which generally means “more
than 10 metres away”. So a “25mm” lens simply
meant it had to be spaced 25mm from the film
surface to focus on a distant object. Different focal
length lenses produce different sized images as
mentioned earlier.
To illustrate this we have two lenses focused on a
pair of fluorescent light fittings (not really “infinity”
but close enough). The first lens focuses at around
250mm and produces quite a large image on the
paper.

24mm; the smallest is a “one-third-inch” video
camera sensor, with dimensions of 4.2mm x 3.3mm.
(There are smaller sensors than this, but they don’t
normally have removable lenses)

If we use a lens designed for a 35mm stills camera,
the focused image we will obtain will look like this:

The second lens focuses much closer to the paper,
(around 20mm) and produces a much smaller image

And assuming that all the sensors produce 1920 x
1080 images, and bearing in mind that regardless of
the physical size of the sensors, they are all going to
produce the same sized screen images, we get the
following series of images:

The above is of great significance when choosing a
lens to go with the camera you want to use. Here is
a comparison of the sizes of a number of different
camera image formats. The largest is standard 35mm
stills film which has dimensions of about 36mm x
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Clearly, using a lens designed for a large-sized imager
on a camera with a small-sized imager has a
“Telephoto” effect. On an ordinary pocket camera
this can be overcome by simply moving the camera
away from the subject, but this solution is not
applicable to a fixed installation such as surveillance
setup. In film and high-end TV production, camera
operators normally have a box of lenses to choose
from, and they simply select the one most
appropriate for the particular scene they are working
on. Similarly, professional CCTV installers usually
have a range of lenses they can select from, but this
approach is not often available to the DIY installer.
(Fortunately, a few simple calculations can help you
to work out the focal length lens you need, see later).
Multi-element Lenses As mentioned previously,
early film cameras used single-element lenses,
whose long focal lengths necessitated the
characteristic old-fashioned “bellows” focusing
system:
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It was soon realized that it was more practical to
make lens assemblies with more than one lens in
them, as this allowed compact lens assemblies to
behave as though they have a much longer focal
length. However regardless of the actual lens-toimage focus distance, the lens description is always
that of the single-lens system it emulates.

UNDERSTANDING AND USING VIDEO CAMERAS

Zoom Lenses. Early in the 20th century it was also
realized that, apart from making lenses more
compact, multi-element lenses could be constructed
to give the equivalent of variable focal length. So,
instead of having to carry an assortment of different
focal length lenses, a single lens assembly would do
the same job. These were referred to as “vari-focal”
lenses. While the idea has a certain amount of
appeal, as mentioned earlier, in practice it is quite
difficult to make a vari-focal lens with anything like
the quality of an equivalent set of prime lenses. Also,
unlike modern Zoom lenses, there was no focus
tracking with focal length changes, that is, the lens
had to be re-focused every time.

the subject area. A low-cost prime lens will generally
perform better than a similarly priced zoom lens.
Aperture All camera systems need some means of
controlling the amount of light that is allowed to fall
on the image capture area. If there is too much
illumination the imager may be overloaded,
producing a result like this:

In 1950, to meet the increasing demands of live
television production, the US Zoomar Corporation
introduced a vari-focal lens incorporating a special
“gearbox” that automatically re-focussed the lens as
the focal length was adjusted. These quickly became
the standard for live TV coverage of sporting events
and the shortened name “Zoom” eventually became
the standard term for any tracking-focus vari-focal
lens.
As often witnessed on “reality” TV programming,
cheap Zoom lenses have a lot of shortcomings, in
particular the tendency to produce barrel- or
pincushion-shaped images on extreme ends of the
zoom range.

Barrel Distortion

Pincushion Distortion

Overcoming this problem completely requires
extremely complex lens systems that may house as
many as 20 glass elements for high-end systems.
(More recent compact digital cameras with built-in
zoom lenses often “cheat” by using image processing
software synchronized to the zoom controls!)
So generally, while a zoom lens could theoretically be
used in a CCTV situation, in practice this is normally
only done with remote-controlled cameras where
there is a specific need to zoom in on certain parts of
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On the other hand, if there is too little illumination
the image will be underexposed, like this:

There are actually three different methods available
of varying the exposure. The most basic is to simply
control the length of time that the image is allowed
to illuminate the sensor area. With the first 19th
century plate cameras, the photographic materials
used were so insensitive that it was sufficient for the
photographer to simply remove the lens cap for a
couple of seconds! As photographic materials
improved, the more familiar mechanized shutter

systems were developed that allowed much shorter
and better controlled exposure times.
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The second way to control exposure is to place some
sort of tinted glass or similar transparent material on
the front of the lens, basically, “putting on
sunglasses”. Early photographers used plain glass
blackened with a sooty flame, but specially made
darkened glass “filters” soon became available.
These are still used by professional photographers
today and are generally referred to as “neutral
density” filters, because unlike most filters, they do
not alter the colour of the captured image.
The third way of controlling the exposure is to
interpose some sort of opaque mask between the
lens and the sensor surface, with a hole made in it to
control the amount of light allowed through.
Originally photographers carried a range of these
devices with different sized holes in them, but these
were soon replaced by the types with the set of
adjustable overlapping blades still used on cameras
today. This is very similar to the system used by the
eyes of all mammals, including humans, and is given
the same name: “Iris.”

shutters to work reliably below 1/500th of a second
was very difficult, so generally photographers would
use a combination of iris and shutter speed to
control the exposure. However, it is similarly difficult
to get precise control of the aperture when the
blades are almost closed, and it was not uncommon
for the film to get over exposed even with minimum
aperture and fastest shutter speed.
In that case, Neutral density filters were usually
placed over the front of the lens to reduce the
lighting levels to more controllable levels. More
recent film stocks were made much more resistant
to over-exposure, and so most amateur
photographers could do without filters, but most
professional video cameras simply could not be used
in daylight without them.
However, filters are still used by professional
photographers and advanced amateurs, not so much
for exposure control, as controlling “Depth of Field”.
“Depth of Field” is a formalized way of describing
how much of an image is in sharp focus and how
much is not.
How Lenses Actually Work

Above is a simplified illustration of the way light
bounces off an illuminated object

Modern Lens Showing Iris Blade assembly
While all three methods are satisfactorily capable of
controlling the exposure, each method has an effect
on the resultant image, which may or may not be
desirable. The importance of this for simple closedcircuit TV applications is obviously going to be less
than for high quality photography or movie
production, but again, understanding the principles
will help you understand the lens selection process.
Controlling the exposure time is reasonably
foolproof, except that with film cameras, getting
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The line at the top represents the subject and can be
thought of as being made up a series of tiny points
that emit light in all directions. (This is how a colour
TV screen works) For clarity we’ve only shown four
such points, represented by the stars.
Obviously if you put a piece of white paper near this
object, the light from each of those points is going to
spread out evenly over the paper so you aren’t going
to see any type of image on it.

UNDERSTANDING AND USING VIDEO CAMERAS

To achieve a focused
image requires a lens
placed between the
object and the sheet of
paper. Lenses depend
on the phenomenon of
“Refraction” where if
light passes from a lessdense to a more-dense
transparent medium (eg
from air to glass or viceversa), it becomes
deflected from its original path, always toward the
denser medium.

Consider the following illustration. Here we’re only
looking at two of the virtually infinite number of
points of light that make up the original image, one
red, and one blue. Both points emit light in all
forward directions, and where they strike the lens,
their outward expansion is reversed, and if the
spacing is correct, they re-converge as two distinct
points of light on the film or image sensor.

(You can see this phenomenon when a stick is half
submerged; it appears bent where it enters the
water). A prism gives another example of this effect.

The more acute the angle at which the light strikes
the glass, the more it is bent.
A lens can be considered as being made up of an
infinite series of such prisms, each presenting a
different angle to the incident light. If the shape if the
lens is correct, the different angles of the photons
coming from each point on the surface of an
illuminated object are precisely counteracted, so
that they all re-converge at the same point on the
paper. This produces the focused image.

Notice that as the initially diverging light from these
two points passes through the lens they basically
take the form of two cone-shaped beams, the image
surface or lens being moved so that the points of the
cones just touch the imaging surface. That will
reproduce the two original points of light as sharply
defined spots. With an actual image, the same
process is repeated with the millions of points of light
that make up the original object, and you get a
sharply focused image.
But notice what would happen if you moved the
imaging surface either towards or further away from
the lens. The imaging surface would then be
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intersecting a wider part of the “cone” so you would
get a red and a blue circle of light. With an actual
image, you would then get millions of overlapping
circles rather than millions of sharp points; the image
is “out of focus”. The focus can be adjusted either by
moving the imaging surface, the lens or the object
itself.
Depth of Field. One of the most often discussed but
least understood aspect of photography is “depth of
field”. If you understand the mechanism of focusing
as described above, it should be obvious that only
points of light coming from the same distance in
front of the lens can ever converge to reproduce
sharp points of light and thus deliver a sharply
focused image.
Points of light closer to and further away from the
lens will want to converge either behind, or in front
of, the imaging surface. Because the imaging surface
can only occupy one position at a time clearly only
one set of points can ever be in sharp focus,
everything else appears blurred.
Here is a diagrammatic illustration of the basic
principles involved. 1, 2 & 3 represent three
positions of the imaging surface (image sensor, film
or ground glass). The points A, B & C indicate the
three positions of the subjects, initially, just a red, a
green and a blue dot (LEDs for example).

a large circle. At position 2, this time the blue rays
will converge to a point while the red and green rays
will produce circles. Finally, at position 3, the green
rays will converge to a point while the red and blue
rays will produce circles.
Turning this to a more real-world situation, we now
place coloured flowers in place of the coloured dots.
This time at position 1 we will see the red flower in
sharp focus, with the green and blue as defocused
blobs. In position 2, the blue flower will be in sharp
focus with the red and green as defocused blobs.
Finally, in position 3 the green flower will be in sharp
focus with the red and blue as defocused blobs.
So either by moving the imaging surface, the lens or
the objects themselves, you can set optimum focus
to any of the three objects, but not all at the same
time.
You might think this would be a nuisance for
photography, but in reality, controlling depth of field
is a vital part of the artistic photographic process. For
example, in a group shot a wedding photographer
may want to only show the bride and groom in sharp
focus, with all the people behind them blurred. This
sets the scene, while simultaneously drawing the
viewer’s eye to the point of the photograph, which is
the bride and groom. That is known as having
“shallow” depth of field.
However, there will be other times with a similar
setting where he does want everybody to be in focus
and it is necessary to alter the characteristics of the
lens to achieve this. This is referred to as having wide
“wide” depth of field. With a completely “naked”
lens you can see that photons emitted by the points
of light strike all points on the entire lens surface and
if the lens is correctly shaped, these widely varying
trajectories are all re-converged onto the same
points on the imaging surface. This is because,
although the photons striking the outer edge of the
lens hit it a much sharper angle, at that point, the
faces of the glass are also more angled. If the lens is
made correctly, the extra “bending” capacity of the
lens at that point precisely reverses the steeper
angle that the photons strike it at, and so all the
photons converge at the same point.

Because the three dots are placed at different
positions in front of the lens, they are going to want
to focus at different points behind the lens. You can
see that only the red rays will converge to a point at
position 1, while the blue rays will produce a
medium-sized circle and the green rays will produce
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But now suppose we put an iris in front of (or behind)
the lens. While its main purpose is to control the
amount of light striking the imaging surface, it also
limits the angle of the photons allowed to reach the
imaging surface.

are produced are much smaller, because the cones
of light are much narrower.
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In other words, focusing errors now have
considerably less effect on the received image; the
depth-of-field is “widened”.
Adjusting the iris “aperture” is the standard
procedure for controlling depth of field, but it does
come with a cost: reducing the aperture reduces the
amount of light available to form the image. In lowlight situations where a flash cannot be used, the
only option is to increase the length of time the
image capture medium (film, CCD, CMOS sensor) is
exposed to the image for. In film cameras this was
simply called “shutter speed”, because that was
basically what it was, an actual mechanical shutter.
(It’s still called that, even on electronic cameras that
don’t have shutters).
On automatic cameras, if you want the depth of field
to be as wide as possible, you normally set the
camera to “Aperture priority” which means you set
the iris to the figure you want, and the camera will
then figure out how long to expose it for. Conversely,
if shutter speed is important, such as when shooting
fast-moving events, you set the camera to “shutter
priority”, select the shutter speed you want, and the
camera works out the appropriate iris setting.
However, the above situations mostly apply to
professional quality cameras, where control of depth
of field is part of the photographer’s stock in trade.

In the previous diagram we saw what happens with
three different points of light spaced three different
distances from the front of the lens. There are three
different “cones” of light, all of which want to
converge at three different points.
In the diagram above, an iris or similar structure has
been interposed between the lens and the imaging
surface. That will block off most of the incoming
photons, and the only ones that are allowed through
are those that strike the centre of the lens, where the
sides of the glass are closer to parallel. You can see
that this time the “cones” are very much narrower
because all the wider angle photons have been
blocked by the iris. Now, if the imaging surface is
shifted from its optimum position, the circles that
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The vast majority of cameras (both video and still)
are not used by professionals. Most modern
consumer cameras use only small lenses and rarely
use imagers (either CCD or CMOS) larger than “1/2.6
inch” meaning a diagonal measurement of about
6.5mm (or about ¼ inch).
Before digital cameras took over, most consumer
film cameras used 35mm film, and the diagonal of
imaging area of a standard 35mm still frame is about
43mm, more than seven times that of a “1/2.6 inch”
sensor.
Generally, the depth of field of any camera/lens
system is determined by both the physical size of the
lens, and the ratio of the sizes of the optical image
compared to the subject. So a camera with a 35mm
stills film sized imager will theoretically have roughly
one-seventh the depth of field of a “1/2.6 inch”
capturing the same image.

However, it is more complex than that. While most
consumer cameras used 35mm film, the lenses they
typically used were only a very “cut-down” version of
the larger ones used by professional photographers.
The situation is basically this:

shifting the sensor, the lens or the subject has much
less effect on the focus.
Also, the further the lens is from the scene being
photographed, the closer the rays of light striking the
lens are to parallel. This is why surveillance type
cameras (door minders, DashCams etc) with very
small lenses typically don’t even have a focus
adjustment
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Again, all this is probably not of any huge practical
interest to the average camera user, but it does help
explain why some things behave the way they do!
It’s as if someone took a hole saw and cut a “plug”
out of the centre of the lens, which has virtually the
same effect as using an iris: only the near-parallel
rays of light make it onto the film; the others are
blocked, so the image has a very wide depth of field.
While this would be unacceptable for a professional
photographer, it is a considerable advantage for
consumer cameras since it greatly simplifies
focusing.
With consumer digital cameras, the situation is even
more complex. They typically have image sensors
with only a few millimetres diagonal. They also
generally have tiny “dew drop” lenses because
focusing incoming images on such a small imager
requires an extremely “voluptuous” lens
construction.
Most people’s experience is that such cameras have
an extremely wide depth of field, and in fact many
cheaper cameras don’t even have any lens
adjustment, as everything more than about a metre
away is going to be focused about as well as it ever
could with that sized sensor. However, such lenses
do actually exhibit depth of field characteristics, it’s
just that the effect only kicks in with objects
extremely close to the lens.
The reason for the extremely wide depth of field is
demonstrated in the next illustration.
As with the closed-down iris, although the photons
from all the points of light on the subject spread out
at an infinite variety of angles, only a very small
percentage of them actually hit the lens. And
because it’s such a small area, the angles of
divergence of the photons that actually hit the lens
are all very small and close to identical, so again they
all tend to converge on the same focal plane, and
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One of the biggest misconceptions about digital
cameras is the notion that for “serious” work
(engineering, forensics etc) you must have a
“serious” camera, and in nearly all cases the
“serious” (and expensive) camera chosen has a largearea sensor, which is specifically designed for
portrait photography.
Nothing could be further from the truth! If you’re
simply taking photos for record-keeping purposes, a
much cheaper compact camera with a small-area
sensor is far more practical, as there is no situation
there where shallow depth of field is an advantage.
Depth of Field and Focusing techniques in Feature
Film production.
While this is also probably not of any great amount
of practical interest to the average reader, it might
help to redress some of the absolute hogwash that
gets bandied about on internet forums and similar!

Most people’s experience with home video or phone
cameras will probably be limited to auto-focusing
types with small-area imagers. The wide depth of
field of these types of camera makes auto-focus
work quite well, and the results are normally good
enough for non-critical viewers.
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As mentioned earlier though, for professional
photographers, uncontrollably wide depth of field is
a nuisance, and they will go to considerable expense
to retain the option of shallow depth of field.
When most cameras used 35mm film, it was simply
a matter of buying a lens or lenses with a large
diameter front element, since the imaging area is
quite large with 35mm film, and the larger the area
of the focused image, the shallower the minimum
depth of field can be.
But with the rise of cheap digital cameras, this
presented a problem. As far as resolution goes, for
consumers, more than adequate results can be
obtained with a quite tiny CCD or CMOS sensor. But
if you wanted to equal the depth of field control of
35mm film, the camera basically needed to have a
CCD or CMOS sensor the same size as a 35mm stills
film frame.
Professionals had up till then been able to take
advantage of the very low cost of 35mm film,
because most consumer cameras used it, which
tended to push prices down. However, there was no
such mechanism controlling the supply of 35mm
sized-size CCD or CMOS sensors; if you wanted one
of those, you had to pay for it!
As a result, most “Pro” digital cameras used sensors
somewhat smaller then a 35mm film frame, but
bigger than the average consumer camera. Cameras
with 35mm-sized sensors certainly do exist, but they
are very expensive.
Producers of feature films face a number of
challenges not shared by stills photographers. Their
task might be to compress a novel that might take
you 7-8 hours to read into usually less than 2 hours.
“One minute per page (of script)” is the normal rule
of thumb. The cinematographer and director have to
use every trick they can think of to impart the
author’s vision as efficiently as possible.
A typical example might be where the central
character enters a stereotype “Bar” scene. What you
would normally see on the screen goes something
like this:
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First a wide shot, mainly focused on the people in the
immediate foreground, but with just enough
background focus so that the audience would be left
in no doubt that it is a bar. (The use of filters may be
called for here).
Then, the focus might shift to the central character’s
friends, implying that he was there to meet them.
But then, trouble! In another part of the bar, he
unexpectedly spots his wife with a group of her
friends, (he told her he was working!) This is
indicated by the camera suddenly focusing on them
in the distance, followed by a cut to a closeup of
them.
OK, all this may sound like elementary stuff, but it
still requires a considerable amount of skill on the
part of the Director OF Photography (DOP) to
capture it on film the way a normal person’s eye
would see it.
For example, how would you shoot the initial cut to
the closeup of his wife? Move the camera closer to
the table? No! The correct procedure is to stay where
you are and switch to a long focal length (Telephoto)
lens for the closeup.
But, then, when you do a closeup of the man's
friends standing nearby, you use a short focal length
lens from close up, even though both sets of
characters (wife and friends) appear much the same
size on the film frame.
Why? Because apart from the size difference, the
same scene viewed from a distance looks subtlety
different from when it is viewed from close up. You
may not spot it, but your brain does. For example, if
you’re shooting people at table from two metres
away and one actor is 30cm closer to the lens than
another, unless the iris is stopped right down, one
face is going to be significantly more in focus than
the other, and one head is also going to appear
significantly smaller. There may also be a significant
distortion of the facial features. (Because the nose
will be closer to the lens than say, the chin, the nose
will appear slightly bigger and so on. This is all part of
what is known as “Perspective”).
On the other hand, if you shoot the same scene from
10 metres away, using a longer lens, in that case one
actor will be 10 metres away and the other 10.3
metres away, so there’s not going to be anywhere
near as much difference in focus or perspective this

time. The faces will also appear flatter than in the
closeup shot.
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It is these subtle clues and others that allow your
brain to work out how close the camera was to the
subject when the film was shot, all part of the
essential “tools of trade” a competent
cinematographer will use to direct the audience to
see what he or she wants them to see. Remember,
the only thing the audience are actually going to
physically see is a totally flat image on a TV or movie
screen, which may be viewed from over 30metres
away, and they have no means of shifting their own
personal focus of different parts of the scene.
It is the failure of these very same clues that
contribute to the perceived “fake-ness” of smallscale sets trying to stand in for the real thing. The
most obvious and well-known example is the
difference in focus between the near and far ends of
the model. A real kilometre-long spaceship that’s
supposed to be being viewed from ten kilometres
away would have no perceptible shallowness of
depth of field!
But we don't have kilometre-long spaceships so we
have to make do with models (or CGI!) If the
spaceship model is too close to the lens, even with
the iris stopped right down, the depth of field and
the geometric distortion will give the game away
screaming “fake!!”. The only way to do this sort of
work convincingly is to shoot from far away using a
very long focal length lens, have the iris stopped
down as far as possible, and use as much light
(and/or as long an exposure) as is possible. Even with
all-computer-created images, you have to get all this
right if it’s to appear at all convincing
It’s when people try to make TV programs or films
without a clear understanding of all the above (and a
great deal more besides) that you get so many
examples of work that can vary from merely
unconvincing to downright hysterical!
One of the best examples of this is the “walking
cardboard cutout” phenomenon seen on some early
attempts at 3-D movies using dual-camera rigs. The
characters look exactly like that: it’s as if somebody
cut out a paper photo of an actor and animated it so
it appeared to be walking around. The problem was
that, while using two separate cameras gives your
eyes the correct difference in perspective required
to produce the illusion that the actor is a certain
distance away from you, the camera’s iris was closed
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down too far, meaning the expected focus “cues”
(nose having different focus from ears etc), were not
present. The result is that your brain becomes
confused and constructs an image of an “animated
cardboard cutout” because that’s the only thing that
fits the data it is getting!
In that case, the proper procedure is to use filters to
control the lighting so the iris can be operated wide
open.
Selection of the Appropriate Lens In times gone by,
most surveillance cameras and lenses were
purchased as separate items and a reasonable
amount of experience was necessary to determine
what lens was needed in a particular location to get
the required field of view (as shown on page 13). At
one time Jaycar carried a considerable range of such
lenses but most of these have now been
discontinued.
Nowadays, most cameras tend to have small fixedfocus sensors with non-removable lenses and you
basically just mount the camera where it gives the
most satisfactory image.
Even where installers do use demountable lenses,
it’s usually much easier to simply find the most
suitable one either by trial and error, or by fitting a
zoom lens, adjusting the zoom for the appropriate
coverage and then reading the equivalent focal
length off the lens barrel!
There are formulas you can use but they’re actually
tricky to use, mainly because the calculations really
only apply to single-lens “lenses” similar to the ones
shown on page 13. Most “lenses” these days actually
consist of multiple glass elements, resulting in
physical construction that is much shorter than the
equivalent “focal length”.
Viewing angle Because of the way lenses work, the
focal length of a lens determines how wide an angle
it ‘views’, when producing an image of a certain
width - here, the width of the active image area of
the CCD imager it’s being used with.
The viewing angle is narrower when the lens has a
focal length that’s relatively long compared with the
active image width of the sensor. Conversely the
viewing angle is wider when the lens has a relatively
short focal length.
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Cameras designed especially for ‘front door viewer’
use are fitted with a special type of lens with a very
wide angle of view - typically 170°, which is almost a
hemisphere. This type of lens is often called a ‘fish
eye’.

So longer focal length lenses tend to give a
‘telephoto’ or close-up effect, while those with
shorter focal length give a ‘wide angle’ effect. The
actual viewing angle of a lens when used with a
particular CCD imager can be found using this
expression:
a = 2 x tan-1(s/2q)
where a is the horizontal angle of view, s is the width
of the CCD sensor’s active image area and q is the
distance between the centre of focus of the lens and
the CCD imager plane.
“Tan-1” means ArcTangent: literally: “The angle whose Tangent
equals XX. So if the Tan of 37º is about 0.754, Arctan(0.754) = 37º.
On the standard Windows calculator set to “Scientific” mode, click
the shift arrow ↑ (above the Pi symbol) to access Tan-1

Note that when the lens is focused at objects further
away than about 1m, q will be very close to f, the
focal length of the lens. So for most purposes you can
simply substitute f for q in this expression, to give:
a = 2 x tan-1(s/2f)
However, this isn’t true if you use the lens to focus
on very close objects, because q then becomes
significantly longer than f. In these cases, you need
to use the first expression.
Another point to note from these expressions is that
a lens with a particular focal length will give a wider
angle of view with an imager having a larger active
image width, and vice-versa. For example, a lens of
4mm focal length will give a 48° angle of view with a
camera using a 1/4” imager, but a 62° angle of view
with a camera using a 1/3” imager.
Typically, the lenses built into most modern
surveillance-type cameras have a focal length of
about 2.5mm, which tends to give a fairly wide angle
of view: around 90° with a 1/3” imager or 70° with a
1/4” imager.
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Scene width Although it’s handy to be able to
visualize the angle of view of a lens when used with
a particular camera and its imager, often it’s more
important to be able to work out the best lens to use
in order to cover a particular scene width, at a known
distance from the camera.
This is also quite easy to work out. As you can
hopefully see from Fig.5, The ratio of scene width W
to the camera scene distance D is the same as the
ratio between s, the active width of the CCD imager
and q the lens-imager distance. In other words,
W/D = s/q
And as before q will be almost exactly the same as f
the focal length of the lens, for objects and scenes
more than about 1m distant from the camera.
So if you know the scene width you want, and its
distance from the camera, you can find out the focal
length of the lens you need by rearranging the above
expression into:
f = s x (D/W)
If you want to cover a scene 3m wide at a distance of
5m from the camera, for example, this will give a
D/W figure of 5/3 or 1.666. Therefore if you have a
camera with a 1/3” imager, where s = 4.8mm, you’ll
need a lens with a focal length of 4.8 x 1.666, or
8mm. On the other hand if you want the same scene
width using a camera with a 1/4” imager, where s =
3.6mm, you’ll need a lens with a focal length of 3.6 x
1.666, or 6mm.
To save you having to work these figures out for
yourself every time, we’ve already worked out the
viewing angle and scene widths for most of the
common combinations of imager and lens focal
length. These are shown in Table 1.
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